. Interference mitigation for two-hop networks. I We focus on the binary field IF' 2 in this paper, but some results can be directly extended to IF' q (see Remark I). derive an achievable rate region for general linear finite-field relay networks. By comparing the achievable rate region with a cut-set upper bound, we characterize the sum capacity for some classes of channel distributions and network topologies.
Characterizing the capacity region of wireless relay networks is one of the fundamental problems. However, if the network has multiple unicast sessions, the problem of finding its capacity region becomes much more challenging since the transmission of other sessions acts as interference and in general, the cut-set upper bound is not tight. Even for the t~o user Gaussian interference channel, an approxim ate capacity region was recently characterized [I] .
For wireless networks, there exist three fundamental issues i.e., broadcast, interference, and fading. In this paper, wc onsider a multi-source fading linear finite-field relay network, which captures these three key characteristics of wireless environment. There have been related works dealing with wireless networks assuming interference-free receptions [2] , [3] and assuming no broadcast nature [4] . The works in [5] , [6] have considered deterministic relay networks and the work in [7] has studied finite-field erasure networks.
Since the channels are time-varying, destinations can decode their messages without interference by transmitting them through a series of particular channel instances during multihop transmission. As an example, consider the binary-field two-hop network in Fig. I . The symbol in each node denotes the transmit bit of that node, where S k denotes the information bit of the k-th source. We notice the interference-free reception is possible if H IH2 = I, where HI and H 2 denote the channel instances of the first and second hop, respectively. The works in [8] [9] [10] have also shown that, by using particular channel instances jointly, one can improve achievable rates of single-hop networks. Based on this key observation, we Abstract-We study a fading linear finite-field relay network having multiple source-destination pairs. Because of the interference created by different unicast sessions, the problem of finding its capacity region is in general difficult . We observe that, since channels are time-varying, relays can deliver their received signals by waiting for appropriate channel realizations such that the destinations can decode their messages without interference. We propose a block Markov encoding and relaying scheme that exploits such channel variations. By deriving a general cut-set upper bound and an achievable rate region, we characterize the sum capacity for some classes of channel distributions and network topologies . For example, when the channels are uniformly distributed, the sum capacity is given by the minimum average rank of the channel matrices constructed by all cuts that separate the entire sources and destinations. We also describe other cases where the capacity is characterized. (5) • is the
B. Problem Statement
Consider a set of length n block codes . Let W k be the message of the k-th source uniformly distributed over {I , 2, · · · ,2 n R k } , where Rk is the rate of the k-th source. For simplicity, we assume that nR k is an integer. A (2 n R " .. . ,2 n R K ; n) code consists of the following encoding, relaying, and decoding functions.
• (Encoding) For k E {I ,· · · , K}, the set of encoding functions of the k-th source is given by {fk,l ,dr=1 :
where t E {I, .. . ,n}.
• 2) Sets of channel instances and nodes: Suppose V' <;::; V' , V" < V" , and G is a IV"I x IV'I matrix. We define the following set:
i.e., 1i~',v1l (G, V',V") is the set of all instances of H V',v" that contain G in HV' ,vlI and have the same rank as G. We further define the following sets: 
III. C UT-S ET UPP ER BOUND
In this section , we introduce a sum-rate upper bound, which is derived from the general cut-set upper bound in [10] .
Theorem 1: Suppose a linear finite-field relay network. The achievable sum-rate is upper bounded by R su rn ::; min lE(rank (H m )). mE{I,.·· ,M } Proof We refer readers to [10] . Let us define ma = arg min .; lE(rank (H m )), which bottleneck-hop for the entire multihop transmissiorr'.
IV. TRA NSMISSIO N SCH EM E
In this section, we propose a transmission scheme for linear finite-field relay networks when M 2: 2. We refer to the results in [10] for the single-hop case.
As mentioned before, due to the time-varying nature of wireless channels, information bits can be transmitted through particular instances from HI to H M such that the corresponding destinations receive information bits without interference. That is, information bits are transmitted using time indices
block Markov encoding and relaying structure makes a series of pairing from H I to HM possible. We first study 2-2-2 networks and then extend the idea to general linear finite-field relay networks. However, we can get an achievable sum-rate higher thañ
A. 2-2-2 Networks
;~by appropriately pairing HI and H 2. Fig. 2 illustrates the deterministic pairing of HI and H 2 and related encoding and relaying, where the dashed lines and the solid lines denote the corresponding channels are zeros and ones, respectively. The symbols in the figure denote the transmit bits of the nodes and the nodes with no symbol transmit zeros, where Sk denotes the information bit of the k-th source. This deterministic pairing achieves R su m == JE(rank (H 1)) == i~, which coincides with the upper bound in (5). Thus, this simple scheme achieves the sum capacity.
Based on the deterministic pairing in Fig. 2 , we characterize the sum capacity for more general channel distributions.
Theorem 2: Suppose a linear finite-field relay network with
Then the sum capacity is characterized for the following cases.
• Proof: We refer readers to the full paper [11] .
•
B. General Multihop Networks
In this subsection, we propose a transmission scheme for general linear finite-field relay networks when M~2 and Pj,i,m == P for all i, j, and m. We assume symmetric rates for all S-D pairs, that is R1 == ... == RK, and consider the following class of networks. rate of each sub-block. As n -+ 00, the fractional rate loss 1 -B+~-1 will be negligible because we can make both n n and B arbitrarily large. For simplicity, we omit the block index in describing the proposed scheme.
2) Balancing the average rank of each hop:
Recall that the ma-th hop becomes a bottleneck for the entire multihop transmission, which can be seen from the sum-rate upper bound in (5) . As an example, consider 3-2-2-3 networks in which the second hop becomes a bottleneck. If each source in VI transmits at a rate of kJE(rank(Hl)), then it will cause an error at the second hop. To prevent this error event, the rate of each source should be decreased to kJE(rank (Hmo) (7) where u is the number of zeros in H E~rnO+lXKrno or in H E~rno xK rno+1 • Proof: We refer readers to the full paper [11] .
• The probability distribution of HVrn,tx [tJ,Vrn,rx[tJ [t] is the same as that of Hmo[t] , which is the channel matrix of the bottleneck-hop. Thus if only the nodes in Vm,tx [t] and Vm,rx [t] are activated at the m-th hop, each hop can deliver information bits that are sustainable at the bottleneck-hop.
3) Construction oftransmit and receive node sets: Because the maximum number of bits transmitted at the m-th hop is determined by rank (Hvrn,tx[ [t] ) (8) with equal probabilities. For each time t, the nodes in Vm,tx [t] transmit and the nodes in Vm,rx[t] receive through the channel HVrn,tx[tJ,Vrn,rx [tJ [t] at the m-th hop. Then, as we will show later, information bits can be transmitted using particular time indices t1, . .. ,tM such that which guarantees interference-free reception at the destinations. One of the simplest way is to set H~'1,tx [ Pr(H --
where Pr(H) is given by (7) . If P == 1/2, we obtain
-
Nr,r(r) ,
where Na,b(i) is the number of instances in~Xb having rank i. Proof' We refer readers to the full paper [11] . (12) where
Each source will transmit -k EG rank(G)n(G) bits during n n channel uses. From (12) and (13), we can check that R is equal to K~B EG rank(G)n(G). For all full-rank matrices G E U~in~Xi, the detailed encoding and relaying are as follows, where r == rank(G).
• (Kr;+l) ) is an integer. Notice that the decoding error does not occur if there is no encoding and relaying error since each destination can receive 2 n B R information bits without interference for this case.
5) Relaying of the received bits:
Let us now consider how each relay distributes its received bits to the nodes in the next layer. For given G and V:n, each node in V:n receives n( G) / (~rn) bits and then transmits n( G) / ( (~rn) (Kr;+l) ) received bits to the nodes in V:n+ l' where r == rank( G ).
Since there exist (Kr;+l) possible V:n+l 's, the total number of received bits is the same as the total number of transmit bits at each node in V:n. For m E {2,'" ,M -I}, we distribute the received bits that arrive from different paths evenly to form n(G)/((~rn) (Kr;+l)) bits. Then, among n(G)/(~rn) received bits, n (G )/ ( (~1 ) (~rn )) received bits originate from the sources in Vf. Therefore, at the last hop, the nodes in Vk+l' which are the corresponding destinations of the sources in Vf, can collect all received bits that originate from the sources in Vf. This is because, for each node in Vk, the number of the received bits originated from Vf is the same as the number of bits able to transmit to Vk+l' which are given by n(G) / ((~l) (KrM)) and n(G) / (( KrM) (K~+l)) respectively, where we use the fact that K == K 1 == K M + 1.
V. ACHIEVABLE RATE REGION
In this section, we derive an achievable rate region by applying the proposed block Markov encoding and relaying.
Let Em denote the encoding error at the m-th hop. Then 
